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A DAJCZER-RODRIGUEZ TYPE CYLINDER THEOREM
FOR REAL KA¨HLER SUBMANIFOLDS
JINWEN YAN AND FANGYANG ZHENG
Abstract. In 1991, Dajczer and Rodriguez proved in [10] that a com-
plete minimal real Ka¨hler submanifold of codimension 2, if with complex
dimension > 2, would be either holomorphic, or a cylinder, or complex
ruled. In this article, we generalize their result to real analytic com-
plete real Ka¨hler submanifolds of codimension 4. The conclusion is that
such the submanifold, if with complex dimension > 4, would be either
partially holomorphic, or a cylinder, or a twisted cylinder in the sense
that the complex relative nullity foliation is contained in a strictly larger
holomorphic foliation, whose leaves are cylinders. We also examine the
question of when such a submanifold is complex ruled.
1. Introduction and statement of results
Throughout this article, by a real Ka¨hler submanifold we shall mean an
isometric immersion f : M2n → R2n+p from a Ka¨hler manifold of complex
dimension n into the Euclidean space. When the codimension is relatively
small, the presence of complex structure tends to have strong restrictions on
the structure of the submanifold. A typical example of this kind is the classic
theorem of Dajczer and Rodriguez in 1991 [10], in which they proved that
for any complete minimal f with p = 2 and n > 2, f is either a holomorphic
hypersurface, or a cylinder, or complex ruled. To be precise, they proved
the following:
Theorem (Dajczer-Rodriguez [10]). Let f :M2n → R2n+2 be a complete
minimal real Ka¨hler submanifold with n > 2. Then we have at least one of
the following:
(1) f is holomorphic under an identification Cn+1 ∼= R2n+2 of the target.
(2) f = f1 × ι, where f1 : N4 → R6 is a complete minimal real Ka¨hler
submanifold and ι is the identity map Cn−2 ∼= R2n−4.
(3) M admits a holomorphic foliation, whose leaves are totally geodesic
flat Ka¨hler hypersurface isometric to Cn−1, and are mapped by f onto (trans-
lations of) linear subspaces in R2n+2.
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Later in [7], examples and precise descriptions of non-holomorphic mini-
mal real Ka¨hler submanifolds in type (3) were given by Dajczer and Gromoll
using the Weierstrass representations.
The main purpose of this article is to generalize the above theorem to the
codimension 3 and 4 cases, and also to allow f to be non-minimal. Before
we state our results, we need to recall some well-known facts and also fix
some terminologies.
Let f :M2n → R2n+p be a real Ka¨hler submanifold. Let ∆ be the kernel
distribution of the second fundamental form of f and let ∆0 = ∆ ∩ J∆ be
its J-invariant part. Denote by M ′ ⊂ M the open subset where ∆ reaches
its minimum dimension, ν, which is called the relative nullity index. In
M ′, ∆ becomes a foliation with flat totally geodesic leaves. Each leaf will
be complete (and isometric to Rν) when M is assumed to be complete.
Similarly, we will denote by M ′′ ⊂M ′ the open subset where ∆0 reaches its
minimum dimension, denoted as 2ν0. ν0 will be called the complex relative
nullity index. In M ′′, ∆0 becomes a complex foliation whose leaves are flat,
totally geodesic Ka¨hler submanifolds in M , and when M is complete, each
leaf of ∆0 is holomorphically isometric to C
ν0 .
We will call the translations of linear subspaces in R2n+p linear subvari-
eties.
Definition. (1). f is partially holomorphic (or f admits a Ka¨hler exten-
sion), if there exists an open dense subset M0 ⊂ M , such that for each
connected component U of M0, f |U = h ◦ σ for some real Ka¨hler subman-
ifold h : N2n+2k → R2n+p with k > 0 and some holomorphic embedding
σ : U → N .
(2). f is called a twisted cylinder, if there exist an open dense subset
M0 ⊂ M ′′ and a holomorphic foliation K in M0, such that each leaf of K
consists of parallel leaves of ∆0, and is of dimension strictly between 2ν0
and 2n.
(3). f is complex ruled, if there exist an open dense subsetM0 ⊂M ′′ and a
holomorphic foliation R in M0, such that each leaf of R consists of parallel
leaves of ∆0, and each leaf is a totally geodesic flat Ka¨hler submanifold
isometric to Ck with ν0 < k < n, mapped by f onto a linear subvariety.
The terminology in (1) comes from [8] and [23], and the one in (2) was
coined by Al Vitter in the context of developable submanifolds, see [20].
Each leaf of R in (3) will be called a twisted ruling for f . Note that when
k = n − 1 and f is real analytic, the foliation R can be extended to the
entire M since the limiting position at each boundary point must be unique
(see [20] for details). In this case M is the total space of the holomorphic
vector bundle over a Riemann surface and each fiber is mapped by f onto a
linear subvariety.
Now we are ready to state our first result:
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Theorem 1. Let f : M2n → R2n+p be a complete real Ka¨hler submanifold
with p ≤ 4 and f being real analytic. We assume that either n > p, or n ≤ p
but ν0 > 0. Then either f is partially holomorphic, or a cylinder f = f1× ι,
where f1 : N
2n−2ν0 → R2n−2ν0+p and ι the identity map of Cν0 ∼= R2ν0, or f
is a twisted cylinder.
Note that when p = 4, f being partially holomorphic would mean that
either f is holomorphic under an identification Cn+2 ∼= R2n+4, or there exists
an open dense subset M0 ⊂M , such that for each connected component U
of M0, there exist a real Ka¨hler submanifold h : N
2n+2 → R2n+4 and a
holomorphic embedding σ : U → N so that f |U = h ◦ σ holds. Similarly,
if p = 3, then it means the latter case only (while for p = 2 it means f is
holomorphic under an identification Cn+1 ∼= R2n+2).
We remark that the real analyticity assumption in the Theorem 1 is a
technical one. It is satisfied when f is minimal. Without the real analytic-
ity assumption, the result still holds on an (∆0-saturated) open subset ofM .
We added this assumption here mainly to exclude the potential ‘gluing phe-
nomenon’ from happening, namely, cylinders with different ruling directions
can potentially be glued together along flat (or flatter) pieces, to form sub-
manifolds which are locally cylinders (with complete leaves) but not global
cylinders. It is generally believed that for real Ka¨hler submanifolds, such
phenomenon does not occur, since the complex structure is too fragile and
disallow procedures such as partition of unity. However, at this point, we
do not know how to exclude it, even in much simpler situations.
As a quick example to illustrate this subtlety, let us recall the conjecture
which states that any complete real Ka¨hler submanifold with ν0 = n−1 must
be a cylinder. In this case, it is easy to see that each connected component
of the open subset M ′′ (where ∆0 has constant minimum dimension) is a
cylinder Cn−1 × N2, but it is still not known (although conjectured so)
whether M itself must be a cylinder. (The only known case is when the
codimension p = 1, which implies ν0 ≥ n− 1. In this case f is a cylinder by
the work of Florit and the second author [15]). Of course if we assume that
f is real analytic, then the local product structure would imply that f is a
global cylinder.
For the sake of convenience, let us introduce the following terminology, in
honor of Marcos Dajczer, who pioneered the study of real Ka¨hler submani-
folds.
Definition. A Dajczer submanifold is a real analytic, complete, real Ka¨hler
submanifold f : M2n → R2n+p that is neither partially holomorphic nor a
cylinder. f is said to be proper Dajczer if it is Dajczer but not complex
ruled.
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With these terminologies at hand, we can restate Theorem 1 simply as:
when p ≤ 4, if n > p (or n ≤ p but ν0 > 0), then a Dajczer submanifold is
always a twisted cylinder.
Our next goal is to analyze proper Dajczer submanifolds and see when
can they occur. Let us write r = n−ν0 and call it the rank of f . When ∆0 is
holomorphic (which will be the case when f is either minimal or complete),
its twisting tensors (see the next section for definition) CT are all complex
linear. Denote by l the maximum (complex) rank of CT for all T in ∆0
and we will call l the twisting rank of f . When f is complete, each CT is
nilpotent, so l is an integer between 0 and r − 1.
Note that l = 0 when and only when all leaves of ∆0 are parallel to each
other, that is, when f is a cylinder.
Theorem 2. Let f : M2n → R2n+p be a real analytic complete real Ka¨hler
submanifold with ν0 > 0. If the twisting rank l = 1, then f is complex ruled.
In particular, if r = 2, then either l = 0 and f is a cylinder, or l = 1 and
f is complex ruled. This is proved by Dajczer and Rodriguez (Theorem 2,
[10]) when f is minimal and not holomorphic.
When the codimension p = 3 or 4, the condition r > p would imply that
f is partially holomorphic. This is proved by Dajczer-Gromoll [8] for p = 3
and by the authors [23] for p = 4. So we can restate Theorem 2 in the
following way:
Theorem 2*. Let f :M2n → R2n+p be a real analytic complete real Ka¨hler
submanifold. Assume either ν0 > 0, or p ≤ 4 and n > p. If f is not partially
holomorphic, and the twisting rank l = 1, then f is complex ruled.
For a complete, real analytic real Ka¨hler submanifold f : M2n → R2n+2
with n > 2 that is not minimal, it was proved in [16] that f must be a
cylinder. In codimension 3, we also show that:
Theorem 3. Let f :M2n → R2n+3 be a real analytic, complete real Ka¨hler
submanifold which is neither partially holomorphic nor a cylinder. Assume
either n > 3, or n ≤ 3 but ν0 > 0. If f is not minimal, then f is complex
ruled.
In other words, when n > 3 (or ν0 > 0), any proper Dajczer submanifold
in codimension 3 must be minimal. It would be rather interesting to give
precise description of this type of submanifolds, in the spirit of [7]. See also
[17] for related discussions.
For p = 4, the non-minimal case also tend to be more restrictive than the
minimal case. For instance, we will show that l = 3 can only occur when
f is minimal. Most of the l = 2 subcases (in fact all but one) will lead to
f being complex ruled. So proper Dajczer submanifolds in codimension 4
again form a rather special and restrictive class. See Theorem 4 and related
discussion in the next section for more details.
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2. The proof of the theorems
Throughout this section, we will assume that f : M2n → R2n+p is a real
analytic, complete, real Ka¨hler submanifold. Denote by M ′′ ⊂M ′ ⊂M and
∆, ∆0, ν, ν0 as before. Assume ν0 > 0, then bothM
′′ andM ′ are open dense
in M , and ∆0 is a holomorphic foliation in M
′′ with flat totally geodesic
leaves isometric to Cν0 , which are mapped by f onto linear subvarieties.
For x ∈ M ′′, denote by ∆⊥0 the orthogonal complement of ∆0 in the
tangent space TxM . Recall that for any T ∈ ∆0, the twisting tensor CT :
∆⊥0 → ∆⊥0 is defined by
CT (Y ) = −(∇Y T˜ )⊥
for any Y ∈ ∆⊥0 . Here Z⊥ denote the ∆⊥0 -component of Z, and T˜ is any
vector field in a neighborhood of x with value T at x. CT is well-defined,
namely, independent of the choice of T˜ , and is a tensor. It satisfies the
equations
∇SCT = CTCS +C∇ST (2.1)
(∇XCT )Y − (∇Y CT )X = C(∇XT )∆0Y − C(∇Y T )∆0X (2.2)
for any T, S in ∆0 and any X, Y in ∆
⊥
0 . We refer the readers to [6] and
[10] for the history and more details on this tensor. When f is minimal, it
is proved in [4] that CT is complex linear, namely, JCT = CTJ where J is
the almost complex structure of M . When f is assumed to be complete, it
was proved in [16] (see also [21] and [22]) that CT is always complex linear.
When f is complete, it is also well-known that all CT are nilpotent.
Following [20], define distributions K and R in M ′′ respectively by
Kx = ∆0 +
⋂
ker(CT ), Rx = ∆0 +
∑
Im(CT ), R0x = Kx ∩Rx
where the intersection and sum are taking over all T in ∆0 and Im(CT )
denotes the image space of CT . In an open dense subset M0 ⊂ M ′′, K,
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R, and R0 reach their minimum dimensions thus become subbundles of the
tangent bundle of M . All three are J-invariant since all CT are complex
linear. We claim that:
Lemma 1. K is a holomorphic foliation in M0.
Proof. First let us show that K is a foliation. Given any X, Y in ∆⊥0 with
CTX = CTY = 0 for all T , and any S ∈ ∆0, we want to show that [S,X]
and [X,Y ] are both in K. For convenience, we can extend CT to TM by
letting it act trivially on ∆0 and still denote it as CT . Apply (2.1) to X, we
get CT (∇SX) = 0. So CT ([S,X]) = 0. Similarly, apply (2.2) to X and Y
would imply CT (∇XY −∇YX) = CT ([X,Y ]) = 0. So K is a foliation.
To see that K is holomorphic, we need to show that for any tangent vector
X and any Y in K, the vector ∇XY + ∇JXJY is always in K. It suffices
to consider the case when Y ∈ ∆⊥0 , since ∆0 is known to be holomorphic.
Apply (2.2) to X, Y , and then also to JX, Y , we get
CT (∇XY ) = ∇Y (CTX)−CT (∇YX) + C(∇Y T )∆0X
CT (∇JXY ) = ∇Y (CTJX)− CT (∇Y JX) + C(∇Y T )∆0JX
Since both ∇ and CT commute with J , these two equations lead to the fact
that CT (∇XY +∇JXJY ) = 0. 
It is easy to see that K is parallel along each leaf of ∆0, and the leaves of
K consists of parallel leaves of ∆0 thus are ∆0-cylinders.
Next we consider the distribution R and R0. In general R may not be
a foliation, but R0 is always a holomorphic foliation. Note that we have
R0x = ∆0x ⊕ Lx, where L consists of all X ∈ ∆⊥0 such that X =
∑
CSiZi is
a finite sum for some Si ∈ ∆0 and Zi ∈ ∆⊥0 , and CTX = 0 for all T in ∆0.
Lemma 2. R0 is a holomorphic foliation.
Proof. First let us show that R0 is a foliation. Let X, Y be in L and S, T
in ∆0. We want to show that [S,X] and [X,Y ] both lie in R0 = ∆0 ⊕ L.
We already know by Lemma 1 that K is a foliation, so it suffices to show
that they lie in R. For [S,X], since ∇XS ∈ ∆0 as CSX = 0, it suffices to
show ∇SX ∈ R. Write X =
∑
CSiZi, and apply (2.1) to Zi, we get
∇SCSiZi ≡ 0 mod R,
so ∇SX ∈ R, thus [S,X] ∈ R0. For [X,Y ], apply (2.2) to Y and Zi, and
use the fact that CTY = 0 for any T , we get
∇Y CSiZi ≡ 0 mod R,
so ∇YX ∈ R. Similarly, ∇XY ∈ R, thus [X,Y ] ∈ R, so R0 is a foliation.
Next we show that R0 is holomorphic. It suffices to prove that for any X
and any Y ∈ L, ∇XY +∇JXJY lies in R. Write Y =
∑
CSiZi, and apply
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(2.2) to X, Zi and JX, Zi respectively, we get
∇XCSiZi ≡ ∇Zi(CSiX) mod R
∇JXCSiZi ≡ ∇Zi(CSiJX) mod R
so ∇XY +∇JXJY ≡ 0 mod R, and R0 is holomorphic. 
In the particular case when R ⊂ K, the holomorphic foliation R0 = R is
actually a complex ruling:
Lemma 3. Assume that R ⊂ K. Then the holomorphic foliation R0 = R is
actually a complex ruling, namely, each leaf of R is a totaly geodesic Ka¨hler
submanifold of Mn, holomorphically isometric to Ck for some k ≥ v0, and
is mapped by f onto a linear subvariety.
Proof. If suffices to show that ∇˜XY ∈ R for any vector fields X and Y
in R, where ∇˜ is the connection in R2n+p. Notice that the assumption
R ⊂ K means that CTCS = 0 for any T , S in ∆0. Write X =
∑
CTiZi
and Y =
∑
CSkWk. Note that the twisting tensor CT satisfies the following
well-known property:
α(CTZ,W ) = α(Z,CTW ) (2.3)
for any tangent vectors Z and W , where α is the second fundamental form
of f . From (2.3), we get
α(X,Y ) =
∑
α(Zi, CTiCSkWk) = 0,
so ∇˜XY = ∇XY . Since CSkX = 0, by applying (2.2) to X and Wk, we get
∇XY =
∑
∇X(CSkWk) ≡ 0 mod R,
so R is indeed totally geodesic in R2n+p, thus an open subset of a linear
subvariety P . By the real analyticity of f , we know that the entire P must
be contained in M . 
Of course the main difficulty is to know when the common kernel of CT
will be non-trivial. To this end we observe that the main algebraic result
in [20], Proposition 2, exactly dealt with this question. In fact when f is
minimal, the situation can be exactly carried over to here. When f is not
minimal, we need to modify things a little bit and prove a similar result.
Let us again denote by H and S respectively the (1, 1) and (2, 0) com-
ponent of the second fundamental form α of f . We will fix a generic point
x ∈ M and examine the algebraic relations. Denote by V ∼= Cr the com-
plex vector space (of type (1, 0) tangent vectors) corresponding to ∆⊥0 , and
restrict H and S on V . Then H : V × V →W and S : V × V →W are re-
spectively Hermitian symmetric or symmetric bilinear form, where W ∼= Cp
is the complexification of TxM
⊥ ∼= Rp. We will extend the inner product
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〈, 〉 complex linearly to W . They satisfy the following relations:
〈HXY ,HZW 〉 = 〈HZY ,HXW 〉 (2.4)
〈HXY , SZW 〉 = 〈HZY , SXW 〉 (2.5)
〈SXY , SZW 〉 = 〈SZY , SXW 〉 (2.6)
ker(H) ∩ ker(S) = 0 (2.7)
for any X, Y , Z, and W ∈ V . Here ker(H) consists of all X ∈ V such that
HXY = 0 for all Y ∈ V , and ker(S) likewise.
Now let A1, . . . , Ak be complex linear transformations on V such that for
any complex linear combination A =
∑k
i=1 tiA
i, it holds
HAX,Y = 0, SAX,Y = SAY,X , ∀ X,Y ∈ V (2.8)
A is nilpotent. (2.9)
Denote by N(A) the kernel of A, and R(A) the range (image space) of A.
We claim that:
Lemma 4. Let H, S and A be as above satisfying (2.4) through (2.9). If
r ≤ 4, then the common kernel space ⋂ki=1N(Ai) 6= 0.
Proof. If H = 0, then this is exactly the situation of Proposition 2 in [20],
and the proof can be carried over without any change.
In general, let us consider V ′ = ker(H) ⊂ V . By (2.8), we have R(A) ⊂
V ′. Denote by S′ the restriction of S on V ′ × V ′. If X ∈ ker(S′), then for
any Y ∈ V , we have
SAX,Y = SX,AY = 0
since AY ∈ V ′. So AX is contained in ker(S). By (2.7), we get AX = 0 for
any A so X is in the common kernel of Ai.
Therefore, we may assume that ker(S′) = 0. Now consider A′ = A|V ′ .
Since R(A) ⊂ V ′, we have A′ : V ′ → V ′. Clearly, it is nilpotent and is
symmetric with respect to S′, so we are once again in the H = 0 situation.
Note that N(A′) = N(A) ∩ V ′, so if X is in the common kernel of A′, it
would be in the common kernel of A as well. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem1: Let f be as in Theorem 1. Since p ≤ 4, by the main
theorem of [23] (the p = 3 case is due to Dajczer and Gromoll in [8]), we
know that f must be partially holomorphic unless r ≤ p. So when n > p,
we have ν0 = n − r > 0. The other assumption is n ≤ 4 and ν0 > 0. Thus,
if we assume that f is not partially holomorphic, then under the dimension
assumption of Theorem 1, we would always have ν0 > 0. So we have a
holomorphic, totally geodesic foliation ∆0, with r ≤ 4. By Lemma 4, we
know that the common kernel of all CT is non-trivial, so by Lemma 1 we get
a strictly larger holomorphic foliation K in some open dense subset of M .
The leaves of K are ∆0-cylinders. If the dimension of the leaves of K are 2n,
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then f is a cylinder. Otherwise it is a twisted cylinder, and this completes
the proof of Theorem 1. 
Next let us recall that the twisting rank l of f is defined to be the max-
imum of the complex rank of CT for all T in ∆0. Since f is complete, all
CT are nilpotent, so 0 ≤ l ≤ r − 1, where r = n − ν0 is the rank of f .
Although f might not be a holomorphic immersion, the completeness of f
and the holomorphicity of ∆0 works just like in the situation of developable
holomorphic submanifolds of CN in [20], and we have the following:
Lemma 5. If the twisting rank l = 1, then R ⊂ K.
Proof. When f is minimal, we are exactly in the situation of Case 1 in the
proof of Proposition 2 in [20], and the proof there can be carried over without
any change. For the general case, since l = 1, each Ai is of rank 1 (we skip
the trivial ones), so each kernel N(Ai) is a codimension one subspace in V ,
and each range space R(Ai) is one dimensional. Since each Ai is nilpotent,
we have R(Ai) ⊂ N(Ai) for each i. So if all N(Ai) coincide, then AiAj = 0
for any i, j. Now let us assume that not all the kernel spaces coincide, say,
N(A1) 6= N(A2). Choose a basis {e1, . . . , er} of V , such that {e1, . . . , er−1}
is a basis of N(A1) and {e1, . . . , er−2, er} is a basis of N(A2). We claim that
R(A1) = R(A2) in this case. Note that R(A1) is spanned by A1(er), while
R(A2) is spanned by A2(er−1). Consider the matrix A = A
1+A2. We have
A(er−1) = A
2(er−1) ∈ R(A2) and A(er) = A1(er) ∈ R(A1). Since A has
rank at most one, we know that R(A1) = R(A2) must hold.
For any i > 2, N(Ai) must be different with either N(A1) or N(A2).
Thus R(Ai) must be equal to either R(A1) or R(A2), so the range space of
all Ai are the same, which implies AiAj = 0 for all i, j. This completes the
proof of Lemma 5. 
Proof of Theorem 2 and 2*: Note that Theorem 2 is the immediate con-
sequence of the combination of Lemma 3 and Lemma 5. For Theorem 2*, as
we noticed before, we always have ν0 > 0 under the dimension assumptions,
so Theorem 2 applies. 
Proof of Theorem 3: Let f : M2n → R2n+3 be a complete, real analytic,
real Ka¨hler submanifold that is neither partially holomorphic nor a cylinder.
That is, we have a Dajczer submanifold of codimension 3. The dimension
assumption is either n > 3, or n ≤ 3 but ν0 > 0. In the former case we have
ν0 > 0 by [8]. So we have the complex relative nullity foliation ∆0 whose
leaves have complex dimension r ≤ 3. When r = 1 or 2, we already know
that f must be a cylinder or complex ruled, thus we may assume that r = 3.
The twisting rank l is either 1 or 2. If l = 1, f is again complex ruled by
Theorem 2. So we just need to show that the case l = 2 cannot occur unless
f is minimal.
In fact, when l = 2 and f is not minimal, we will show that f must be
partial holomorphic, which is ruled out by the assumption. We will use
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notations in the discussion right before Lemma 4. Note that we are now in
the special case that r = p = 3 and H 6= 0. Since l = 2, we may take a A
with rank 2. By (2.8), R(A) ⊂ ker(H), so R(A) = ker(H) = V ′ ∼= C2. Let
A′ = A|V ′ : V ′ → V ′. It is also nilpotent, and non-trivial. So there exist a
basis {e2, e3} of V ′ such that A(e2) = e3 and A(e3) = 0. Extend it into a
basis {e1, e2, e3} of V , and write A(e1) = ae2+ be3. Then a 6= 0 since A has
rank 2. Replace e1 by
1
a
e1, we may assume that a = 1.
By (2.8), A is symmetric with respect to S, so we have S33 = S23 = 0 and
S13 = S22. Here we wrote Sij for Seiej . Notice that S13 6= 0, since otherwise
e3 would be in both ker(S) and ker(H) at the same time.
For H, the only non-zero entry would be H11, which we will denote by
λ1ξ
1 where ξ1 is a unit vector and λ1 > 0. By (2.5) and (2.6), we know
〈ξ1, S13〉 = 0, and 〈S13, S13〉 = 0 since S33 = 0. So S13 = λ(ξ2 +
√−1ξ3)
where λ > 0 and {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3} forms an orthonormal frame of TM⊥ ∼= R3.
The symmetry relation (2.5) and (2.6) imply that 〈ξ2, S〉 = −√−1〈ξ3, S〉.
So as in [23], we see that the subbundle E ⊂ TM⊥ spanned by {ξ2, ξ3}
admits an almost complex structure J , which will imply that f is partially
holomorphic. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Now we turn our attention to the codimension 4 case. Let f be a Dajczer
submanifold in codimension 4, namely, f : M2n → R2n+4 is a real analytic
complete real Ka¨hler submanifold which is neither partially holomorphic nor
a cylinder. We assume that either n > 4, or n ≤ 4 but ν0 > 0. Then by
[23] we have ν0 > 0 and r ≤ 4. Theorem 1 says that f is always a twisted
cylinder. But we would like to know when will f be complex ruled, namely,
when will the complex relative nullity foliation ∆0 be contained in a bigger
holomorphic foliation whose leaves are linear subvarieties. Or equivalently,
we want to know when can f be a proper Dajczer submanifold.
If r = 2, then by Theorem 2 of [10], we know that f is complex ruled,
regardless of the codimension. When r = 3, Theorem 3 states that, if f
has codimension 3, then l must be 1 (thus f is complex ruled) unless f is
minimal. That proof does not work when the codimension is 4, as S can have
a fourth component which is of rank 2 to mess up the partial holomorphicity.
However, if f is non-minimal and has l = 2, then the normal bundle of f
admits a rather special decomposition, which might lead to structural results
on such submanifolds. When r = 4, we can show that the case l = 3 can
only occur when f is minimal, while l = 2 would also imply that f is ‘close’
to being minimal. To make it precise, we need the following terminology:
Definition. For a real Ka¨hler submanifold f : M2n → R2n+p, its H-index,
or non-minimality index, is defined to be the maximum (amongst all points
in M) of the real dimension of the image space of H, the (1, 1)-component
of the second fundamental form of f . We will denote it as hf or simply h.
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When f is complete, real analytic, and with ν0 > 0, by Corollary 9 of [16]
we know that f will be a cylinder if h ≥ p− 1, where p is the codimension.
Following the line of argument as in the proof of Theorem 3, we have:
Theorem 4. Let f : M2n → R2n+4 be a real analytic complete real Ka¨hler
submanifold with n > 4 (or n ≤ 4 and ν0 > 0) such that f is neither partially
holomorphic nor a cylinder. If l = 3 then f must be minimal. If its H-index
h ≥ 2, then l = 1 and f is complex ruled.
Note that under the assumption of Theorem 4, we have ν0 > 0, r ≤ 4,
and f is always a twisted cylinder. Theorem 4 says that f will be complex
ruled unless it is minimal (h = 0) or ‘almost minimal’ (in the sense that
the h = 1). We omit the proof here since it is strictly analogous to that of
Theorem 3. It would be very interesting to further analyze the structure of
those f that are not complex ruled, namely, the proper Dajczer submanifolds
in codimension p ≤ 4.
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